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• Why use RCFV as a browser?
• First of all, RCFV is NOT a replacement for your current browser such as
Chrome, Firefox or Edge. It does not do everything that a standard
browser does, particularly because RCFV mainly works with text and
does not support fancy formatting, graphics, video or audio. It is
meant to supplement your favorite browser with the functions that it
does best and that standard browsers do not.
• Not displaying graphics or supporting audio might be a major
disadvantage for many web sites. However, if your primary goal is to
read the text information on a site then RCFV is a great way to do it.
You’ll avoid ads, unwanted pop-ups, auto-starting videos, etc.
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• RCFV supports several uncommon features:
• You can select a block of text containing urls and open all of them with one
operation or select which ones you want or don’t want manually or via a
regular expression match.
• You can combine multiple (<=1 MB) files or web sites into one RCFV file or,
more typically, read each into its own RCFV document file.
• You can read one or more multipage web sites with one operation. You
can read each page into a separate document file or combine all the pages
into one file. You can control how many total pages to read or read all that

are supplied by the server.
• And, of course, you can filter the data once you have it stored as an RCFV
document file.
• Note that filtering parameters may be saved and automatically associated with
one or more web sites based on the url. You can also manually apply a saved
filter for any file.
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• Using RCFV to access web sites
• You can copy and paste or drag and drop text containing one or more urls to
the viewer area.
• If you are viewing a web page in a browser, you can drag the url directly from
the address bar. For most browsers just drag the lock icon on the address bar
to the viewer window.
• You can type one or more urls into the scratchpad to do this and just drag
them from there.
• You can select a previously accessed url or enter a new one from the Url
History window.

Here we have selected
3 urls from an external
program and dragged
them to the viewer
area.
We could also have
copied and pasted
them as well.

When there are multiple urls
selected you are given several
options. Normally RCFV gives
you complete control of which
urls you want to process. You
can view a given url in RCFV, in
your default browser or even
with Outline (when the url is
supported) in your browser.
You can skip any or all of them
manually or you can instruct
RCFV to read the current and
any subsequent urls with the
current parameters, viz., how
many maximum pages to read,
read everything into one file or
separate files, etc. and let it go.
The first option, 1 – Choose, is
the most common way to read
multiple urls.

The second option is a short-hand way to let RCFV
combine all the selected urls into one RCFV file so that
you can view everything in one document and
optionally apply filtering to it. Note that filtering can be
problematic when the urls are from different sources. In
this case RCFV will ask you to confirm whether you
want automatic filtering (to be described later) or want
to set or select the filters manually.

The third option should be obvious. You can use RCFV
to take a set of urls from an RCFV file created from a
previously read-in set of web pages or a copied external
document, e.g., an email, etc. and open all of them in
your default browser.
In this way you can use RCFV as a front-end tool for
your browsing without sacrificing the multimedia and
formatting elements that RCFV does not support.

Before you get to the manual url
selection RCFV will optionally let you
filter the list of selected urls via a regular
expression. You can turn this option off
in the settings screen, but it can be quite
useful when you have many urls to
process and you want to weed out ones
which are in the list, but you are not
interested in, for example, videos or
other multimedia.
The regex filtering here is relatively
simple but it gives you the ability to
match either all the urls you want or all
that you don’t want (regex is preceded
by “!”). A blank or empty line accepts
them all and !, the default, accepts none.
To accept all just press the spacebar to
replace the ! and then press the {Enter}
key or button. Or add a regex like
!world$ to select all but the cnn url.

For at least the first url in a set you will
be presented with the Web Page Options
window which gives you control over
how the web data are retrieved (if at all),
formatted, and whether the data will be
combined or not.
If you uncheck the Prompt… checkbox
then all subsequent urls will use the
same settings as the current one.

Note that you can also choose to view
one or more of the urls outside of RCFV
in your default browser, with Outline, or
download the raw html, a multimedia file
or even a pdf.

Here is the 3rd and last of the three urls
that were read by RCFV.
The File List button shows the total
number of active files in RCFV. In this
case it is, of course, three.
The file has been automatically filtered
and we will discuss that later.

Up to now we have talked primarily about dragging and dropping or copy and paste to add files or urls to
RCFV. We’ve shown that one can use the “add files” command to select one or more files from Windows
Explorer as a more traditional way of adding regular files. Similarly, we can select urls from those already
accessed via the url history list which will be described below. You cannot predefine a url as you can a
bookmark in a normal browser, but you can reuse urls from the history list once they have been used in a
query. RCFV will save all urls that are accessed, and the user can define which and how long they are
retained or can retain them indefinitely and manually remove whichever ones are no longer wanted.

Press the “internet / HTML” button. The underlined, lowercase “i”,
denotes that you can press the {Alt}+{i} key (lowercase, without the
{Shift} key) anywhere or just the {i} key, while the viewer window
has the focus, to effect the same thing. Note that most of the time,
unless you are in an input box like Find or a filter input, or in the
scratchpad you will not need to press the {Alt} key while you are
pressing a command abbreviation.

If a new url is specified it
is added to the history of
previously used urls seen
to the right.
Additional information
associated with the url is
also stored with the url
but not shown. Once a
new url or existing one(s)
are selected they will be
updated to reflect the
current date and time and
any changes to the Web
Page Options (described
later) values that the user
may make. These will be
the initial settings for any
subsequent RCFV web
access for that url.

This is the url history window which allows the
entry of a new url and the selection of one or
more existing urls.

You can manually enter a
url here….

… and/or highlight one
or select (check) one or
more from this list.

Urls can be ordered by date in
reverse chronological order (most
recent) or by name within the
host name (domain, e.g., time,
and top-level domain, e.g., com)
irrespective of a www subdomain
and the protocol, e.g., http or
https. For example, urls starting
with http://time.com or
https://www.time.com will be
grouped together.
You can select the order here.
Domains that are in uppercase are
protected from both manual and
automatic deletion. The
protection status can be modified
here. They must be manually
unprotected first to be deleted.

Now let’s view the urls in
name order (url value) within
the host (domain) name.
Note that the urls are in
alphabetical order by
domain (host name)
irrespective of protocol
differences (“http” vs.
“https”) and the existence
or not of the lowest level
of the domain being
“www.”. In other words,
all related variants are
grouped together.

The highlighted url is displayed in the box
above. This is useful for very long urls which
cannot be fully viewed in the list box.

You can also copy and paste or drag and drop a url string to this input box. Of course, it
is always easiest to drop or paste urls directly into the viewer.
You can manually enter a url here.

Note that if the “http://” protocol prefix is omitted here it will be automatically provided
when accessing the web page.

If the url or urls you want
already exist in the url list, you
can just check them. They will
be used in addition to any
manually entered url, if any.
If none are checked and there is
no manual entry, then the
highlighted url will be read, if
any. This is the typical way to
read a single url. In other words,
for a single url it is not necessary
to check any entries.

Press the green button on
top, “Press to select
how…” to initiate the
query.

As mentioned earlier the options for a web query are specified in the Web Page Options displayed below. There are
several options available, and the latest values are saved in the url list with the url and the last used date.
When you select an existing url from the url list these options will automatically be set with the saved values.
You have several
options for accessing
data from the web.
You might, for
example, use the
“Render with RCFV”
button to read a web
site and extract the
text of the HTML and
display it in a
readable manner.

As mentioned before, you can
use RCFV to select the urls but
use your default browser to
render them. You can press the
second button to open web
pages in your default browser or
the third button to open web
pages in Outline (if possible) in
your browser. Alternatively, you
can download the data at the url
to a folder accessible to your
local machine.
Note that when processing
multiple urls together, once you
pick one of these options it will
become the default for all
subsequent urls. This will allow
you to, for example, download
multiple files, images, audio,
pdfs, etc. in essentially one
operation.

Here is the filtered display of http://vox.com/technology.
With filtering we see only the news-related links and
nothing else on the page.

This is the display with single
spacing. Note how many
“headlines” are viewable
without any scrolling needed. If
you hide the panel, you can get
that many more.
Note that this filter setting has
been specified automatically.
More about that in a bit.

To the left is the browser rendition of http://vox.com/technology . Compare it with the condensed list of article
hyperlinks that are displayed in RCFV. Using a browser, you cannot see all the articles without a fair amount of
scrolling and plenty of ads. However, with a browser you do get to see a lot of images if that’s what you want.

Here is the RCFV filtered display
of http://vox.com/technology
again but this time with singlespacing and without the control
panel.
Note that we can view most or
all that we want to see on the
web page (the story links) on
one screen without the need to
scroll as much or at all.

We have toggled off the filtering.

Here is the unfiltered display of
http://vox.com/technology .
Note the list items (¤) and other
text that we chose to hide in the
previous filtered view.

Now, let’s restore the
filtering from a saved filter
setting. This file will contain
the filtering as well as some
of the display attributes such
as the colors and font
information.
Click the open file button
from the Filters section of
the panel to do this:

Here is our “Filters” folder containing the
filter settings that we’ve saved for most of
the urls that we have read. You may notice
that the file names look a bit peculiar. That’s
because they are modified regular
expressions used to provide the “best”
match for a url query. We’ll discuss this a
little later, but you can find out the full
details by pressing {F1} and reading the help
file (reproduced below).
We’ll manually select this filter which is the best match for this url.
However, this can be done for us automatically by just setting an
option via the Settings button, {=}. In the Web/Html tab in Settings
you will find the following checkbox:

This setting is the default and that is why the screen initially was
displayed with filtering.

The selected filters file will populate the
filter lists and turn on filtering as well as
resetting the font and colors (if they are
different).
Press Open to read the stored filter settings;
then press Replace in the pop-up (see next
slide) to override any current filter settings.

The data in the selected filters file will populate
the filter lists and turn on filtering as well as
possibly changing the font and colors.
Select the first option 1- Replace … in the popup to override any current filter settings.

The Auto Refresh setting below
determines whether a viewer
refresh {F5} is automatically issued
when a change to the viewer such
as font size or name, color,
filtering, etc. is made. For some
operations, such as this, this
setting is ignored (and a refresh is
automatically performed).

You can use the third option to modify the
colors and fonts of the current file without
affecting the filter settings. This is useful
when another saved filter has a style that
you want to use with your existing filter
values.

The filtering has been reset and
turned on.

Now let’s press the Hover
help button and turn it on
to see the in-context
documentation.

Hovering over the red
“Keyboard” box displays the
popup text to the right. When
the hover help option is on
hovering over most of the
controls on this screen will
display extended tooltips.

Hovering over the blue
“Func keys” box displays
this information.
All of these may be
found in the Help file as
well.

You can get help like this for
most of the objects on this
screen. However, for some, like
filtering, it is necessary for at
least one file to be open for the
object to be enabled.

Click here with hover help
enabled for additional regex
information.

Here is the document with filtering turned off again.
We’ve scrolled down to reveal the first displayed line
when filtered to reveal that some of the articles
contain the publication date after the author’s name.
Let’s take advantage of that and modify the filter to
include such lines as well.

We’ll type in a special RCFV-only regular
expression extension in the filter input
box which will match any line starting, ^,
with an English month name, $^AM,
followed by one or more digits
surrounded by at least one space,
\s+\d+\s+, followed by the year (20
followed by 2 digits, 20\d\d) and then
matching the rest of the line, .*$:
^$^AM\s+\d+\s+20\d\d.*$

Now press the + button to add the new
expression to the list. Since AutoRefresh is on this will cause the text to
be automatically refiltered.
^$^AM\s+\d+\s+20\d\d.*$

Notice that the new
filter setting we
added includes lines
containing the
“publication” date
and time of the article
associated with the
link.

Now let’s save the updated filter settings so
that they will be used for future access of this
url. Click the save filter button.

The special form of the filter file name is such
that it can be translated by RCFV into a regular
expression to match all urls starting with an
optional www. followed by
vox.com/technology.
(www`E.)`QVOX.COM`Stechnology.fvf will be
translated by RCFV to the regular expression
(www\.)?VOX.COM/technology which will be
used to match this url.

Let’s read in a new file that
we can use as an example
of another RCFV regular
expression extension.
Highlight (left click on the
line or the checkbox)
http://www.sciencemag.org
in the url list, then press the
green “Press to select
how…” button at the top.
Remember, if there is no
manual url entry above, nor
any checked urls, RCFV will
use whatever url is
highlighted.

We just want to see the first page,
so we put a limit on the number
of pages to read. Although not all
web pages have a “next” page
and RCFV cannot always process
such a page, even if it exists, it still
is a good idea to limit web access
unless you know the site.

Now let’s press the Render with
RCFV button to display the
ScienceMag.Org data in the
viewer.

We’ve just read the url
http://sciencemag.org without
any filtering. We can see that the
site contains stuff at the start of
the page that we don’t care
about, so we want to cut to the
chase which, in this case, means
starting to view the display from a
particular line of text or two.
Here we want to start viewing
after the line containing the local
label MAIN-CONTENT which is
rendered in RCFV as {#MAINCONTENT#}.

Here is the same url but with
automatic filtering enabled. We can
see the filter settings which omit the
unwanted text at the beginning.
Check out the description to the right
of how it works.

Right clicking
the save filter
button will
display the
current filter
settings in the
scratchpad.

The saved filters that are being used for this url contain another special RCFV regular expression.
Since regular expression matching occurs on a line-by-line basis, we have added the facility to
match all lines contained between a line matching a start expression and a line matching an end
expression. (If no end expression is specified then all subsequent lines are displayed.)
A start expression is a normal regular expression preceded by ^^. If the expression needs to match
at the start of the line you need to add another ^ at the beginning of your regex. In this example
we want to start the display at any line containing {#MAIN-CONTENT#} starting at the beginning of
the line. The RCFV regex for that is ^^^\{# MAIN-CONTENT #\}. Note that the escape character, “\”,
for the braces is optional in this case but will be inserted automatically if you drag a string like
{#MAIN-CONTENT#} which contains regex characters like a brace to a filter input box.
An end expression is a normal regular expression which is preceded by $$. In this case we don’t
care about the end expression but if we wanted to select various sections of text which start with
one of a set of start expressions and end with one of a set of end expressions you would define an
end expression which matched the last line which you want displayed.
For example, if we wanted to end any open start expression with a line ending with a year in this
century, we would specify the following end expression: $$20\d\d$.
Note that normal regular expressions never start with either ^^ or $$ so there will be no ambiguity.
Of course, if you want to match those characters literally just precede them with a backslash as you
would in any case.

We are seeing the text starting
with the line AFTER {#MAINCONTENT#} (a blank line). The
reason for that is that we really
don’t need to see the label, so we
have added a regex to the Exclude
filter list that will omit all local
labels. Note that if it weren’t
excluded it would be displayed
with the first color at the very left
of the Filters color bar. The
leftmost colors are reserved for
the special RCFV start and end
regular expressions. (The latter is
omitted here.)

We have specified the regular
expression ^\{# to omit all lines
starting with the string {# (the
prefix of all local labels). The
saved filter contains additional
expressions to omit lines that we
would prefer to not see.

Let’s change the background color
for this url. The easiest way to do
that is to RIGHT click the Settings
button or press the {c} key (for
colors).

Click on the Background color
and then select a color. We
will choose a bright blue as
the background color.

RCFV will give you a preview using
the current screen. When you
want to accept your color choices
just close the color window at the
[X] in the upper right-hand corner.

Now let’s save the current settings
which will now include the new
background color.
Press the save filters button
to do this.

We can use the default name for
the .fvf (filter file) that RCFV
generates from the url, we can
select an existing file name from
the Filters folder, or we can type
in a new file name which can
optionally be composed with the
“meta” regular expression
characters.
Note that if the current file has been automatically associated with a filter file, then the assumption is that you want to use the
same filter file name when changing the filter. This is the usual case. However, sometimes the matching filter file is not the one
you want to use. In this case if you press the {Ctrl} key and the save filters button simultaneously then RCFV will generate a
name based on the full url which you can then edit. This is the default behavior when no matching filter file was selected for
the url, likely because neither it nor a similar shorter prefix of the url had been previously saved.

We will overwrite the existing file
to save the new background color.
The next time we access this url
and use this filter (which should
happen automatically due to the
current settings option) it will be
displayed with this background
color.
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• In this brief tutorial we have tried to demonstrate the RCFV web interface and some other minor
features.
• We showed how to view multiple urls with one drag and drop or copy and paste operation.
• We showed how to enter a new url and/or select among multiple, already accessed urls saved in
the url list.
• We briefly showed the web options available which will determine the formatting of the text and
whether web pages will be single files or combined into one larger one. There will be more about
this in a subsequent tutorial.

• We showed the benefits of filtering and how to toggle it off and on.
• We showed how to read and write saved filter (and font/color) settings via an .fvf file.
• We showed a few examples of using Hover help, particularly to view the shortcut keys available.

• We showed a couple of the special RCFV regular expressions: for dates and for Start-End blocks.

